Footrest
The footrest also has infinite stopping positions,
independent from the chair back. To raise
the footrest, gently pull back the lever while
raising your legs. Simply release the lever to
stop the footrest in any position (you must
release the lever to lock the footrest in place).
To close, simply pull back on the lever again
and press down with your feet until the lever
pulls forward (this will happen automatically –
you will feel the tug).

Your guide to operating the ultimate recliner
Take your relaxation seriously.

SEAT HEIGHT
Reaching your maximum comfort level
in the Comfort Recliner starts before you
even sit down. The seat height adjusts by
simply turning the chair clockwise to lower
the seat and counter-clockwise to raise the
seat. The chair will stop spinning to let you
know you have reached the lowest or tallest
adjustment or stop anywhere in between.
Five turns equal approximately one inch.
You can also adjust the seat height while
sitting in your recliner by just rotating around… lefty loosey... righty
tighty! (Only chairs with the round base option can be adjusted up or
down; all chairs with fixed legs have a set seat height).

Back Recline
Now it’s time to sit down, relax, and enjoy
infinite reclining comfort! To find that
perfect position, sit down and lean back
with your shoulders. When you recline,
the patent pending, weight-balanced
mechanism makes the fully independent
chair-back move with you, allowing you to
lean back almost effortlessly and stop in any
desired position. All Comfort Recliners are
factory set with the recommended amount
of resistance needed to comfortably push back. However, if you feel
like your chair reclines too easily, you can adjust the two tension knobs
located beneath your chair to set your preferred amount of resistance.

Headrest
The Comfort Recliner headrest adjusts in two
ways to give you the perfect back and neck
support. First, the head pillow can move up
or down for ideal support. Simply grab both
sides of the pillow and pull up or down to raise
or lower the height. The head rest can also
articulate forward to create that perfect
angle for watching television or reading
a book. When standing behind the chair,
you can change the angle by pressing
forward on the outside shell, right behind
the head pillow. However, if you are already
sitting and want to adjust the angle, place
both hands on the solid outside back (up by
the pillow) and pull forward to your desired
position. To return the articulating headrest
to its normal position, simply push back with
your hands.
* Please contact your local retailer with any additional questions.
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